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BLUE SKIES 
  
BLUE SKIES is the culmination of 20 years of thought into what is my ideal 
trailer-sailer. In the late sixties and early seventies I produced several 
successful Merlin Rocket  designs. Later,  I looked around for a 'dinghy with a 
lid'  that I could keep at home, trail anywhere, and provide occasional 
overnight accommodation. Unfortunately, most boats available at that time 
were 'pocket cruisers' - little floating caravans with poor performance. I 
therefore bought  a Yachting World Rambler called 'Lively', a 17ft double 
chine plywood boat designed in 1953 by Jack Holt.  I had seen one in the 
sixties at my local sailing club, where it had literally sailed rings round the 
local Silhouettes. The half deck version that I bought  had a steel plate 
centreboard of about 40kg. as its only ballast. (Jack had also designed a 
version with a cabin, which had additional iron ballast). 
I beefed up the centreboard to 70kg, added a small coachroof, moved the 
centreboard case aft, and redesigned the rig.  I squeezed two berths into the 
cabin. The boat performed really well, and I had many years of fun sailing her, 
mainly on the East Coast, and often singlehanded. I became amazed by the 
little boat's abilities in anything up to a force 5-6. In spite of her light ballast I 
never once put the gunwhale under. 'Lively' gave me much food for thought - 
but I thought I could do better - much better...... 
In 1994 I started designing 'Blue Lightning', a trailer-sailer which I built myself 
and launched in August 1995. She was 6.73 metres LOA, and was as large a 
boat as I could trail behind my Citroen BX turbo diesel, which had a maximum 
recommended tow weight of 1100Kg. Her 1995 CHS rating was .965 - 
significantly faster than the then new Hunter 707 (.935) which was a foot 
longer! Yes, she was fast - we broad reached off Salcombe in 1997 at 20 
knots. But she was also comfortable to sleep aboard; she had excellent 
manoeuvrability under power, and could be launched and sailed 
singlehanded.  To my knowledge, there is no commercially available 
equivalent to 'Blue Lightning'. She is a unique trailer-sailer. But now there is 
BLUE SKIES.   
  
 
BLUE SKIES is similar in concept to 'Blue Lightning', but is nearer to 'Lively' 
in size. With this design, I aim to achieve a small boat in a 'modern classic' 
style, which is practical in every way, yet has timeless good looks and will 
perform superbly. The design has no gimmicks or eccentricities. Everything 
about her has been tried and tested over the last 20 years, with my earlier 
boats. The PBO competition has provided the spur for me to produce this 
design, which I have had in mind for some time. 
 

Performance 

 

The dinghy pedigree is clearly evident in the isometric drawings of the hull. 
Underwater she has little keel rocker, a fine, straight entry with U sections 
giving way to a long flat aft run (not unlike my later Merlin designs). The boat 
is clearly designed to plane, but great efforts have been made to retain a hull 
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form that is balanced when heeled up to 30 degrees. Her beam/length ratio of 
3.4 is slender by 'pocket cruiser' standards and indicates an easily driven hull, 
as does the Displacement/Length ratio of 145 - very low for a nineteen footer! 
The sail area/displacement ratio of 18.2  and the SA/wetted surface ratio of 
2.5 show that she has enough sail to perform  well in light airs. 
The dinghy shape has another advantage: the form has high initial stability, 
making her almost as stiff at lower heel angles as boats with much higher 
ballast ratios. 
Ballast of 150kg of lead is incorporated in the lower half of the centreboard. 
(ballast ratio 17.5%). This gives a low total boat weight - great for towing and 
great for sailing fast, yet providing sufficient righting moment to give a capsize 
angle of more than 105 degrees. 
The designed displacement is 860kg, including 2 crew and their gear. 
Estimated CHS empty weight is 550kg. 
BLUE SKIES will be a delight to sail, and will amply reward the enthusiastic 
sailer.   
 

Construction 

 

 I have drawn the lines for two construction methods: strip plank and multi-
chine (plywood). The former gives a fairer hull form, and is not much more 
difficult for the amateur to build than the ply version. It was the method I used 
for 'Blue Lightning', with 12mm Western Red Cedar strips, glassed both sides. 
This is what the Gougeon brothers call 'wood/glass/epoxy composite'. It is the 
more  expensive construction method, so to keep costs down 8mm ply is used 
for the topsides, lapping the ply over the strip planking to provide a visible line 
which accentuates the fine hull shape.  The coachroof is made in a similar 
way, with the flat top and sides being joined by a curved area made from 
cedar strips. 
A 4cm thick hardwood external keel runs the full length of the hull, and there 
are bilge keels of similar thickness amidships. All keels have a 1.5cm brass 
band fitted, as the boat is designed for off-beach use. The keel also helps 
locate the boat easily on its trailer rollers. The keel is the largest piece of solid 
timber in the boat (though in 'Blue Lightning' it was actually made in five 
parts!). The screws used to attach the keelbands are just about the only 
fastenings used in the hull. 
The entire area of strip planking has 1 layer of glass cloth sheathing inside 
and out, with an additional layer externally below the waterline.  
The inside of the hull is stiffened with bulkheads at approximately 60cm 
intervals, fixed to the hull with epoxy fillets. The arrangement of the cabin and 
the cockpit provides adequate longitudinal support. Carbon fibre stiffening is 
provided in the coachroof beams in order to keep them small and light. 
The end result is a very stiff yet very light hull, built with relatively 'low tech' 
methods that can be applied by a competent amateur. 
All wood surfaces have 3 coats of epoxy resin applied, followed by 2-part 
polyurethane paint, which keys very well to the epoxy and provides a very 
durable finish.  
The multi-chine version is just a little easier, cheaper and quicker to build. 
With the 'stitch and tape' technique and the ability of epoxy resin to fill large 
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gaps and maintain structural integrity, a novice might find this method less 
intimidating. 
 

Deck Layout 

 

There is a large anchor well, which provides a safe stowage and handling 
area,  and  the necessary depth to allow a vang on the jib boom. 
Access to the anchor well is over the coachroof or via the hatch at the forward 
end of the coachroof.  
The coachroof itself extends the full width of the boat, maximising room 
below. With the self tacking/reefing foresail there is little need to go forward 
while sailing.   
The sliding main hatch is offset to port, to enable access to the cabin at the 
side of the centreboard case. 
The following control lines are led to the aft face of the coachroof: 
Foresail reefing 
Foresail clew outhaul 
Foresail boom vang  
Foresail sheet (on swivel jammer) 
Main boom vang (on swivel jammer) 
Halyards (3) 
Centreboard hoist 
A Lewmar no. 6 winch assists with the last two. 
 
Thus all controls are easily available for singlehanded use. 
 
The cockpit is large enough for 4 or more, and is long enough to stretch out in 
(or even sleep in, under a suitable tent). There are acres of locker space. The 
mainsheet traveller (with jammer) slides on a track situated above the tiller 
and the outboard. 
The outboard is situated in a well on the centreline, just forward of the 
transom. The motor can be raised and a plug fitted in the well when sailing. 
This configuration was implemented in 'Blue Lightning' and has proved very 
successful. The smallest outboard with a F/N/R gearbox will be adequate to 
drive the hull at near displacement speed (5-6 knots). ('Blue Lightning' has a 
Yamaha 4ac motor). Fit a 20hp job and turn her into a speedboat! (Extra hull 
stiffening required!). 
 

The Rig 

 

The mainsail (9.9 sq m) is conventional, with two slab reefs. The foresail (6.45 
sq m) is set on a jib boom, which has a vang, and an adjustable clew outhaul.  
The boom is controlled by a single sheet on the centreline.  With these 
systems, sail twist and angle can be totally controlled. The boom enables an 
efficiently wide sheeting angle off the wind, and even automatically 
goosewings when the wind is aft. (Don't ask me to give an explanation of the 
dynamics of this, but it works on my two previous boats!). Tacking involves 
merely putting the helm over.  
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A foresail roller reefing system is fitted, which, although expensive on this size 
of boat, makes it possible to sail single handed in the widest range of wind 
strengths. 
A conventional spinnaker is shown on the sailplan. An asymmetric would be 
sexier, but fast as this boat is, she is not quite fast enough to turn every run 
into a reach.  
 

Interior Layout 

 

The centreboard case is the major factor in determining the accommodation 
layout. The centreboard is set well aft in the boat, and similarly the rig is 
further aft than is usual. I have found that this configuration works well, freeing 
the bows, and minimising pitching and nosediving. It has the added benefit of 
allowing the two main berths to be placed forward of the case, and by 
offsetting the companionway to port, the case in fact gives little obstruction. A 
removable infill panel converts the forward berths to a large double. 
A Porta-potti toilet fits under the companionway step, and on the port side is a 
small hanging locker and a large insulated built-in ice box, with worktop for a 
spirit stove. To starboard is a (nearly) full size quarter berth, with removable 
worktop over part of it, and stowage shelves above that on the forward face of 
the main bulkhead. There is lots of stowage space under the berths, and 
sitting headroom with space for five at a pinch.  The 12v battery (for single all 
round white nav light (10w), interior light  (8w) and instrument lights (2w) is 
fitted under the berths forward. 
  

Towing 

 

The all-up towing weight including trailer and cruising gear is estimated at 
1050kg. Well within the abilities of most medium family cars, and low enough 
to require only a 2 wheel trailer. 
 

Launch Procedure 

 

The mast is carried horizontally above the boat, supported by a crutch on the 
trailer at the tow hitch end and a strut fitted to the rudder fittings at the stern. 
(The strut also carries the number plate and lights).  
Simply slide the mast aft so that the heel aligns with the deck fitting, fit the 
hinge pin, attach the shrouds, attach the forestay via a rope led back to the 
cockpit  through the anchor roller, and lift. 
The rig is probably light enough to raise unaided, but a simple alloy tubular 'A' 
frame, similar to the one I use on Blue Lightning and costing only a few 
pounds, could be used.  The halyard winch is used to raise the rig. (Space 
prohibits detailed description, but can be supplied if needed). 
Rig time: 2 hours from arrival on site to launch (realistic - includes loading 
gear from car, filling water containers, toilet etc). 
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Safety 

 

No guardrails are fitted on the boat as they would be an obstacle forward (no 
side decks) and aft (impedes beach use of boat). Safety is maintained by use 
of crew harnesses attached to points in the cockpit. 
12cu ft of foam buoyancy is installed in the bow and under the cockpit. This is 
sufficient to float the boat with the crew aboard and not immersed above their 
knees. 
If the boat lays over to port with mast horizontal, the offset main hatch stays 
above the static waterline.   
 
 
BLUE SKIES is designed by Keith Callaghan. 
 
Contact details: 
 
Email: keith@bluelightning.co.uk 
 
Address:  
 
7 Ramsey Road 
Hadleigh 
IPSWICH 
Suffolk 
IP7 6AN 
UK  
 
Telephone: +44 (0)1473 823587 
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1 metre

13 June 1999
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Total SA = 16.3 sq m
                  = 176 sq ft

Mast Section: Z SPARS  Z145

Scale 1:40

inertiae: 45 x 29 cm4
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E = 2500
P = 7200
J = 2440
BAD = 605

mast foot to forestay = 7000

CPW = 1940
 

Spreader Angle = 20 deg
Spreader length = 950

mast foot to spreaders = 3500

reef 1

reef 2

Jib luff = 6750
Jib perpendicular = 2050
Jib leech = 5850



BLUE SKIES - STABILITY
by KEITH CALLAGHAN  

Righting

Heel Angle Moment

(Degrees) (Kg/Mtrs) In order to provide a realistic stability curve

0 147 The data on this page is calculated  using a 

15 290 centre of gravity of the yacht with two crew sitting

30 333 in the cockpit on the weather side.

45 318 This has the effect of improving initial stability, but 

60 276 has a negative effect on ultimate stability

75 211

90 139

105 31

120 -94

 

BLUE SKIES - Stability Curve
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BLUE SKIES
5.65m LOA Trailer-Sailer
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12v Battery

buoyancy

Anchor Well

Foam

berth top

ACCOMMODATION

LAYOUT

Worktop

Gebo
Anchor Well Hatch

Cooker
Box
Ice

Main
Hatch

2 FORWARD BERTHS
CONVERT TO
DOUBLE

fixed
worktop

QUARTER BERTH

Foam
buoyancy

Yamaha F4A (4 stroke) 4HP
outboard motor

LOCKER P&S

cockpit seat (lockers under)

Aperture for
outboard

Cockpit
Drain

Foam

buoyancy
or locker
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57 cm

100 cm

Perspex view port
for centreboard

3 berth version

547 cm

49 cm

96 cm

193 cm

235 cm

303 cm

332 cm

381 cm

Scale 1:25

197 cm

97 cm
removable
worktop

273 cm

sta 8

external shroud plates

internal s/s plate

6mm ply reinforcement

locker
under

inboard edge of cockpit seat
outboard edge
(seat drops 4cm to rear)

drain

open locker aperture, port side
starboard side

cockpit sole

145 cm2a

3a

1a

0b

4a

6a

7

stowage under cockpit sole.
Access from behind Porta Potti

coaming
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DWL

10.0 cm

bsk station 6a 3220 fwd.skf

Station 6a, looking forward

shelf

shelf

removable worktopfixed  worktop

shelf

locker 
(access via
 open front)

companionway step
(porta potti under)

bilge keel

quarter berth

cockpit sole

SCALE 1:10modified & re-published 15.Dec.01:
- cockpit sole lowered
- centreboard case modified

2nd mod. 26 January 2002:
Quarter berth aperture and
cockpit seats lowered
approx 90mm.

75mm berth
 cushion

optional access to locker
under cockpit sole to sta 7 
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motor when fully raised
(fore & aft posn)

Mainsheet Track 
on 38mm alloy tube

Max height of outboard

bsk station 8a 4770.skf

locker 
(access via
 open front)

265 mm

186 mm

cockpit
sole

locker 
(access via
 open front)

outboard motor well

735 mm

831 mm

50mm drain
to transom

Station 8a (4770mm aft) -
Outboard motor transom
scale 1:10

smaller hatched area is 
reinforced with 6mm teak

or similar, on front and rear face
of bulkhead. 

larger hatched area is additional
6mm ply bulkhead lamination (on
aft face) .

hatch in deck
 aft of sta 8a
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RWO R457

4mm
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eem
a/Sp

ectra

HA4233
Muscle Box

bsk anchor well 01.skf

cedar inwhale
50 x 20

7mm ply deck

2350 mm

 

fwd drain hole

75 mm

boom gooseneck and
vang block must be on
an axis parallel to the
forestay, ie 20.5 deg
to vertical.

Inside of inwhales
in anchor well
reinforced with 
teak capping

aft drain

port side
spi pole lift

sheave

clew outhaul sheave

clew outhaul
led via neutral
axis.

position of
jib boom
when sail

furled

Well deck glassed,
min 9mm thick ply,
with centreline
reinforcement
for cleat

mooring cleat
on CL

sta 0 2100 mm
1210 mm



R54 cm

1.5mm stainless steel sheet  each
side of centreboard, glued with
epoxy resin & bolted.
(85 x 33 x .15cm x 2 =842cc = 6.3 Kg)

WEIGHTS & MOMENTS

CG is 93cm below DWL

150Kg

6.3

11TIMBER   

6GLASS/RESIN  

TOTAL

Wgt

126LEAD

S/S 300

19 209

56 336

14265

Dist
DWL

Moment
Kg/cm

110

47.5

13420

DWL

SCALE 1:10

Centreboard Construction

bsk centreboard construction.skf

hatched area is 48mm thick
with parallel sides

Bottom of Keel

Design Base Line

limit of lead (126Kg )
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specific gravity of lead is 11.4

22 cm

152 cm

CG of lead ballast (126kg)

CG of centreboard (150kg)

upper part of centreboard is laminated from
50mm strips of British Columbian Pine

The entire centreboard is sheathed in 2 laminations
of glass cloth. A brass band is added to the leading
edge after the cloth is laid up.

See drawing BSK CB section.skf
for details of section shape.

Chainpalte (on centreline
of centreboard) through-bolted
(for attachment of lifting wire)

84 cm

The "foil" part of the centreboard
is a constant maximum thickness
of 48mm except for the bottom
20cm, where thickness is faired
down to 18cm at the tip.
(ie width of brass band)  

brass band ends here

pivot hole 25mm diameter,
bushed with s/s tube.
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93 cm

 

13 cm
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CENTREBOARD CASE

Scale 1:10

+3320

4 5 6 7 8

87654

0

77 182 730 938

-150

-185

1926

-226

20861987

-578

-618 381

-646

coordinates on lower edge of centreboard case
are to outside skin*. ie the lower edge of the 
inner case lamination only.
The outer laminations are higher by the
thickness of the skin plus hog.
See drawing bskcbc001.skf
* except area fwd of CB case slot

The case is made of 1 lamination of 7mm ply,
plus 2 additional 7mm laminations forward of 
the main bulkhead

M6 through bolts (or studding) shown thus:

cockpit floor

551

-546

access capping

M16 stainless pivot bolt
(or, better (ie more watertight) -
16mm rod held captive by
plates each side of case)

main bulkhead

Before assembly, the inner face is finished with
1 layer of glass cloth overall, with an additional
layer forward of the main bulkhead

For centreboard
winch detail,
see drawing
bskcbwinch.skf

main floor
100x40mm

CBC sides extended
forward each side of 
mast support tube 

(50mm o.d.)

18mm Plywood shock pad
(transverse grain)

324

-35

-126

0

-642

890
1435

-619

hog 15mm

skin 12mm

36

2086

-233

-566

transverse frame
at end of CB case

bskcbc002.skf


